
Sofa, Where's the groove
This tune... is dedicated to all the peeps who are in constant
persuit of a thing called "the groove"!
What we're about to do is... we're about to change the mood
we're about to make ya move!
and all you really, really need to do is...
just listen!
REF: All you really need to do is
All you need to do is
just listen to the music...
music...
It'll show you where the groove is
Show you where the groove is
And tell you what the truth is...!
1.
Ayo! Listen as i disprese the first verse,
you should know this, yeah!
Hocus Pocus, no bogus, stay focused...
take notice...
It's the one and only Sof!
Number one, soul controllers takin' over,
stealin' the how now! We on a roll now.
Sure as hell ain't gonna slow down!
So put away your 'Motorola" cellular phones!
Now, no interruptions or else you're gonna
have to go now!
But if you decide to stay and put your mobiles away...
You might as well come a little closer.
Listen a bit more carefully and show love,
by moving to the groove we're about to show ya!
by moving to the groove created by Sofa!
REF: All you really...
2.
It's the second verse, not the first
- verse number two, kid!
So don't be stupid, don't act fullish,
don;t ignore this live performance!
Feel the rhythm, feel the flow
Hear the lyrics, hehe we go!
It's easy as 1,2,3 as simple as A,B,C!
So follow me on a journey to middle of the groove.
-consider it "the truth" and nothin, but the truth!
All of a sudden... something cluthing you, touching you.
Deep inside, forcing you, really causing you to fell allright!
What more can I say? Your whole life's about to change,
be re-arranged inside-out and upside-down!
You feel so fine when you hear the lovely sounds!
You feel so fine when you hear what's goin' down!
REF: All you really...
3.
It's verse three...I guess and like The Roots
'I shall proceed', yes 'and continue to rock the mic'!
Plus give you a full menu of lyrics
for your mind, your body and your soul to attend to,
automatically send you to the venue
where 'the groove' can be found'!
Ya'll might as well cheer now! Have no fear now!
Guess who's here now comin' through the real loud...
makin' 'the groove' sound real proud!
It's the S-O-F-A invading your soul in each and every way!
The sounds are so tremendously splendid,
perfectly blended and ready to consume!
REF: All you really...
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